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Current Issue
Finding "enlightenment" in the National Archives of Canada: The commonplace book of James Sholto Douglas

January 2001 · Archivaria. M. Eamon. This article chronicles the author’s exploration of the provenance and content of the papers of James Sholto Douglas, a student at the University of Edinburgh during the 1750s. The James Sholto Douglas papers are an excellent example of the education and thought which existed during the Scottish Enlightenment; they also constitute an excellent case study of how deconstructing a record’s context can bring enlightenment. Read more.

Jefferson's Literary Commonplace Book

This work is a new edition of Thomas Jefferson’s Literary Commonplace Book. Read 211 reviews from the world’s largest community for readers. This work is a new edition of Thomas Jefferson’s Literary Commonplace Book. Read 211 reviews from the world’s largest community for readers. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905. ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon. Sholto Douglas, James, 1920-. Publication date. 1973. IN COLLECTIONS. Books to Borrow. Books for People with Print Disabilities. Internet Archive Books. Scanned in China. Uploaded by LannetteF on August 3, 2010. SIMILAR ITEMS (based on metadata). Terms of Service (last updated 12/31/2014). The commonplace book is notebook of 221 entries for characters and stories written by H. P. Lovecraft between late 1919 ( HPL : Selected Letters 1.61) untill his death, typed up by R. H. Barlow and published after Lovecraft’s death along with some essays. The first 201 entries were typed by Barlow from the original notebook in May 1934 with Lovecraft anoting previous and writing new ideas in the typed copy. He also had another book in 1933 which was partially reproduced in Barlow’s publication. ...e Douglas, Gertrude Georgina Douglas, Douglas, James Edward Sholto Douglas, Lady Florence Caroline Dixie (born Douglas), Archibald Edward View the Record. John Douglas 9th Marquess Of Queensberry in Famous People Throughout History. John Douglas 9th Marquess Of Queensberry. Collection death is announced, in the fifty-sixth year of his age, of John Sholto Douglas, eighth Marquis saw shot down in front ot me. The off Publication